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5 Tips For Happier Relationships
1. Take Care of Yourself

Self care is a funny thing.  It can be great.  It can be fun.  It can be rejuvenating... or at least it's 
supposed to be.  However, self care can also bring up feelings of guilt.  It can feel undeserving and 
even stressful.  But here's the thing, if we don't fill up our own energetic reserves, we eventually run out. 
It's not a matter of "if", but rather a matter of "when".  Self care looks different for everyone.  Some fill up 
on nature (hiking, outdoor activities), some fill up with nurture (meditation, reading, spa), others fill up 
with music, friends, travel, and still others fill up with the basics, like extra sleep, good food, and 
exercise. Think about the last time you felt "filled up" and at peace.  What did you do right before that 
feeling?  What could you do today to bring more peace to your life?  When your own spirit is full, it's 
much easier to give to others.  

2. Be a Bucket Filler

When my son was in second grade, his school would randomly give out "bucket filler" awards to the kids 
that displayed positive behavior or acts of kindness.  It warmed my heart to see my son so excited as he 
jumped off the school bus in the afternoon waving his bucket filler note!  This system is based on an 
award winning children's book called "Have You Filled A Bucket Today?" and explains this concept by 
depicting that each person has their very own invisible bucket.  When someone does something nice for 
you, your bucket gets filled with appreciation, kindness and love.  And when you do something nice for 
someone else, you fill their bucket. The lesson here is that it feels really good to give and to receive.  
Have you filled a bucket today?  What would your relationship look like if every day you did one thing to 
fill your partner's bucket?  What can you do today to make your partner's day a little easier?

3. Apologize

Say you're sorry, and mean it... to you spouse, to your child, to your employee, to your mother-in-law. 
A sincere apology is not about admitting defeat, it's about accepting responsibility.  What makes a good 
apology?  Be very specific, ask what you can do to make it right and make sure your loved one knows 
how important their feelings are to you.

4. Bring Sexy Back

Kissing, holding hands, or sleeping close to one another has been proven to be the foundation of a 
strong and happy marriage.  To touch someone you love is to acknowledge their presence and to 
communicate your desire for them.  And speaking of desire, sex is an important form of touch as well but 
is often put aside when life gets busy.  When was the last time you and your partner were intimate?  
When was the last time you mentally and physically enjoyed some sexy time?  What would happen if you 
made a date for sex?  Scheduled sex may not sound romantic, but honestly, what's more unromantic 
than a sex-less marriage? 

5. Get a Life Coach

Coaching helps to recapture the love and respect in any relationship.  A good coach will show you how to 
communicate with your spouse, children, coworkers, and anyone in ways that inspire honesty and 
meaningful connection.  Life coaching also provides strategies to resolve conflict among family members 
by making small changes within yourself.  While relationships are complex, you won't be sitting on your 
Coach's couch for years.  Coaching is all about meeting you where you're at and getting you to where 
you want to be.  Your coach will listen deeply, encourage you, and lead you step by step toward creating 
happier and fulfilling relationships.   

Want to learn more?  Sign up for your complimentary discovery call at www.jillvolpe.com  Find out 
what coaching can mean for your love and for your life.  
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